Annual tendency of research papers used ICR mice as experimental animals in biomedical research fields
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Institute of Cancer Research (ICR) mice have been widely used in various research fields including toxicology, oncology, pharmacology, and pharmaceutical product safety testing for decades. However, annual tendency of research papers involving ICR mice in various biomedical fields has not been previously analyzed. In this study, we examined the numbers of papers that used ICR mice as experimental animals in the social science, natural science, engineering, medicine-pharmacy, marine agriculture-fishery, and art-kinesiology fields by analyzing big data. Numbers of ICR mouse-used papers gradually increased from 1961 to 2014, but small decreases were observed in 2015 and 2016. The largest number of ICR-used papers were published in the medicine-pharmacy field, followed by natural science and art-kinesiology fields. There were no ICR mouse-used papers in other fields. Furthermore, ICR mice have been widely employed in cell biology studies within the natural science field as well as in biochemistry and pathology in the medicine-pharmacy field. Few ICR mouse-used papers were published in exercise biochemistry and exercise nutrition in the art-kinesiology field. Regardless in most fields, the total numbers of published papers involving ICR mice were higher in 2014 than in other years, although the numbers in some fields including dentistry, veterinary science, and dermatology were high in 2016. Taken together, the present study shows that various ICR stocks, including Korl:ICR mice, are widely employed as experimental animals in various biomedical research fields.
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stocks in several common biological phenotype characteristics such as responses to constipation and gastric ulcer inducers [3,4].

ICR mice are one of the most commonly available outbred population because they have good reproductive performance, are inexpensive, robust, and grow rapidly [5,6]. In particular, they are widely used in various research fields including toxicology, cancer, pharmacology, as well as in product safety testing, transgenesis experiments, and mouse genetic mapping [5-8]. Furthermore, differences in responses to some chemicals and hormones among several ICR stocks have been investigated in order to elucidate the physiological properties of ICR mice stocks obtained from different sources. To date, these studies have focused on the incidence of 5-azacytidine-induced exencephaly [9], lung injury by butylated hydroxytoluene [10], styrene-induced hepato/pneumotoxicity [11], the responses to growth hormones by chondrocytes [12], and constipation induced by loperamide [3]. However, there are no reports providing the annual tendency of the research papers used ICR mice in the social science, natural science, engineering, medicine-pharmacy, marine-agriculture-fishery, and arts-kinesiology fields. In this study, we analyzed the yearly trends in ICR mouse usage in papers published in various scientific fields by analyzing big data. The selected fields were based on the classification catalog of the National Research Foundation of Korea (Table 1).

The total number of published papers that used ICR mice as experimental animals gradually increased from 1961 to 2016, although a slight decrease was observed in 2015 and 2016. Notably, the numbers rapidly increased after 2010, while a more constant level was maintained during the 1960s (Figure 2A). Among all categories of biomedical research, the largest level of ICR mouse usage was in the medicine-pharmacy field, followed by those in natural science and arts-kinesiology. Especially, the cell biology and biochemistry field had

**Figure 1.** Pedigree of commercially available outbred stocks [13]. Most currently available outbred stocks originated from a single Swiss colony of 200 mice derived from 2 male and 7 female mice. The stocks include NMRI, CFW, MF1, CD1, ICR, NIH, ND4, and SW.
large number of papers used ICR mice (Figure 2B). However, that trend was not observed in the social science, engineering, and marine-agriculture-fishery fields. In addition, the total number of published papers that involved ICR mice showed only slight increases in the medicine-pharmacy and arts-kinesiology fields in 2014 and 2015, and a constant level was maintained in the natural science field during the same period (Figure 3). Within the natural sciences, the number of published papers that involved ICR mice as experimental animals was largest in the cell biology field (350 papers) followed by genetics (55 papers), molecular biology (40 papers), microbiology (13 papers), and nutritional studies (5 papers) at 2014 (Figure 4). The most fields in the natural sciences maintained a relatively constant level of paper number during 2013-2015 and then decreased their number in 2016 (Figure 4).

Furthermore, in the medicine-pharmacy field, the largest number of papers involving ICR mice were related to biochemistry research, followed by those in pathology, neurobiology, pharmacology, physiology, psychiatry, and rehabilitation medicine. However, there were very small numbers of papers involving ICR mice in anesthesiology, dentistry, immunology, veterinary science, and dermatology. In those research areas, the numbers were high in 2014 and 2015, followed by a small decrease in 2016. Moreover, there was a marked annual increase in the number of papers involving ICR mice in the anesthesiology, veterinary science, and dermatology fields (Figure 5).

Finally, within the various sections of the arts-kinesiology field, ICR mice were only used in papers related to exercise biochemistry and exercise nutrition during 2013-2015. In the arts-kinesiology field, the number of papers involving ICR mice was highest in 2014 followed by a gradual decrease in 2015 and 2016 (Figure 6).

In summary, we analyzed the annual tendency in publication of papers that used ICR mice as experimental animals in six biomedical fields (social science, natural science, engineering, medicine-pharmacy, marine agriculture-fishery, and art-kinesiology) during the period 1961-2016 by analyzing big data. Especially, we focused the number of papers per each research topic within those fields over the period 2013-2016. The above results indicate year-by-year expansion in the use of ICR mice in various research areas and indicates the importance of establishing and characterizing novel stocks of ICR mice.
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Figure 6. Current (2013-2016) tendency in the annual number of published papers involving ICR mice in art-kinesiology research including exercise biochemistry and exercise nutrition.

Figure 3. Annual tendency in numbers of published papers involving ICR mice in three different fields. Total papers per year were reanalyzed into natural science, medicine-pharmacy, and art-kinesiology fields based on the classified catalog of the National Research Foundation of Korea.
Figure 4. Current (2013-2016) tendency in the annual number of published papers involving ICR mice in the natural sciences including genetics, cell biology, molecular biology, microbiology, and nutritional studies.
Figure 5. Current (2013-2016) tendency in the annual number of published papers involving ICR mice in the medicine-pharmacy field including physiology, biochemistry, psychiatry, anesthesiology, neurology, pathology, immunology, pharmacology, rehabilitation medicine, dentistry, veterinary science, and dermatology.
Figure 5. Continued.